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Figure 1: Example remote assistance scenario for using audio, visual, and tactile cues: (a) A remotely located expert supports a worker
in the field through (b) audio, (c) visual, and (d) vibrotactile cues.

ABSTRACT
Today, remote collaboration techniques between field workers and
remotely located experts mainly focus on traditional communication channels, such as voice- or video-conferencing. Those systems
may not be suitable in every situation or the communication gets
cumbersome if both parties do not share a common ground. In this
paper, we explore three supporting communication channels based
on audio, visual, and tactile cues. We built a prototypical application
implementing those cues and evaluated them in a user study. Based
on the user feedback, we report first insights for building remote
assistance systems utilizing additional cues.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, persons who need assistance in completing a complex
task often rely on experts that are physically present. Typically, such
assistance is practical if the person in need is not experienced or can
only succeed with additional advice. An expert visiting the person
on site can be a solution in situations, such as a car breakdown where
the driver acts as the unqualified worker during an accident and a
professional repair mechanic gives instructions as the expert. In a
business environment, an exported machine could be maintained by a
local field technician assisted by a remote certified expert. In a casual
scenario, a traveler could get one-directional tourist information
from friends at home. However, while highly effective to provide
help colocated, it is also time-consuming to travel large distances,
especially if the time to solve tasks is shorter than the time to travel.
Further, traveling results in high costs for the involved parties. For
instance, the US Travel Association reported that business travel in
2016 totaled in $ 307.2 billion1 .
To tackle such high costs and travel times, remote assistance systems emerge to provide support over a distance. Traditional, those
systems are based on voice-only or video communication, such as
phone or video conferencing tools. Hence, they are limited within
their scope of verbal describing or pointing at objects (e.g., ”look at
1
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Table 1: Possible cues for different body parts.
*Guiding a hand with audio is probably inefficient. Though, they
may accompany other cues.

this“, ”reach there“). This can be cumbersome if the parties do not
share a common ground or have language constraints [5, 23]. Moreover, voice communication can interfere with noise or overload the
worker’s perception requiring a high amount of conscious attention
while solving the actual task. Some more advanced systems suggest
video-mediated approaches, where the field worker has a separate
display showing instructions of the expert [1, 7, 18, 21]. Some of
them are completely stationary with a fixed setup, while others add
another degree of freedom by giving the expert extra control (i.e.,
movable camera [11]).
To overcome those limitations, the research community focused
on supportive methods via 1) audio, 2) visual or 3) tactile communication channels. Each provides subtle context information and may
reduce the need for verbal agreements. This context information may
concern the head orientation, the hand motion or even the whole
body movement (e.g., walking somewhere or turning around). Figure 1 shows an example of a car breakdown scenario and how a
remote expert could assist a person with different communication
approaches.
In this paper, we contribute a first prototype implementing three
different cues: Audio, Visual, and Tactile. We evaluate these cues
individually in an exploratory study to identify their benefits and
limitations. Finally, we report the results based on the user feedback
as lessons learned.

2

TYPES OF CUES AND BACKGROUND

There exists a large body of work focusing on individual supporting
communication channels based on audio, visual and tactile cues.
Those cues can be used to enhance traditional remote assistance
systems by actuating various body regions or subtle steer the attention of users towards a highlighted object. In table 1, we show an
example design space of how such cues can affect certain regions
of the users, such as the head, hands or the whole body. Further,
we give an overview of those types of supporting cues for remote
assistance systems in the following.
Audio Cues. Besides voice-to-voice communication, basic audio
signals can be used to transmit spatial information. For example, a
basic audio cue can be thought of a subtle beeping sound. In this case,
it is possible to use both audio channels of a stereo headset to move
the attention and field of view either to the left or right. Prior work
proposes to use spatial audio to assist navigation systems [13, 16, 24].

Audio cues are most basic to drive the remote worker but have the
advantage that they do not need any extra hardware besides a headset.
However, they also suffer from noisy environments.
Visual Cues. Video conferencing systems give a good notion
about the overall scene, but describing objects only by speech can be
cumbersome. This is especially the case if multiple objects are too
similar or cannot be easily identified. A head-mounted camera can
be used to capture the first-person view of a worker to increase the
effectiveness [6, 15]. Further, a head-mounted display (HMD) can
augment visible information on target objects in form of icons or
annotations [8, 9], as well as virtually showing the hands of the expert performing the task [14, 25]. Two different approaches emerged:
using Virtual or Augmented Reality systems. VR environments are
similar to telepresence systems, where an expert shows the worker
how to solve the task on the non-transparent HMD [2, 3], while
Augmented Reality (AR) solutions use look-through displays and
augment information directly onto the real-world. Combining HMD
with an attached camera and AR, not only the worker’s field of
view can be shared, also the remote expert can provide additional
information directly on objects.
Tactile Cues. Tactile cues aim to assist by driving a user’s attention through vibration actuation or similar haptic feedback. This can
be useful in scenarios where a system is barely visible or the worker
can not directly look at a specific object. An expert can steer the
user’s attention without having the worker to visually focus on an
object. For example, in a different work, we presented a vibrotactile
glove for guiding persons towards non-visible targets in 3D space
[10]. Similar approaches supporting close-range navigation are not
limited to the hand, and can also be used for the arm [27, 28] or head
[17], as well as navigating the users’ whole body movement with no
need to refocus the attention, such as full body navigation systems
[12, 26].

2.1

Combining different cues

The presented types of cues can also be combined into single interfaces. Research, therefore, provides different work that compares
them. For instance, Funk et al. [4] and Kosch et al. [19] explored
how such cues can be used as feedback for error prevention or how
they can be used for assisting persons with cognitive impairments.
While practical and useful, there is a lack of research done on
using those cues for remotely located users. Therefore, in this paper,
we conduct a user study exploring how a remote assistance system
can be enhanced by implementing such cues and how users perceive
them to cooperatively solve a task over a distance.

3

SYSTEM AND PROTOTYPE

To evaluate the concepts, we built two applications: 1) a client for
the field worker and 2) an operator interface for the remote expert.
Both are implemented with Unity3D and using the META 1 SDK.
The worker client outputs the information given by the expert. The
operator client is used to see the worker’s perspective and to select
the cues. For our prototype we implemented following cues:
(1) Audio cues utilizing stereo signals to guide a worker’s head.
(2) Visual cues enabled by augmented labels on target objects.
(3) Tactile cues guiding a worker’s hand with vibration motors.
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Figure 2: Our tactile glove prototype with four vibration actuators and the connected microcontroller. For tracking the glove’s
position, we added a visual marker.

3.1

Worker Client

The worker client displays the additional cues to the field worker and
streams a live video feed to the remote expert. The visual cues are
displayed with a head-mounted display (HMD). A headset is used
for voice communication and audio cues. Tactile cues are realized
by a tactile glove with four attached vibration motors.
To give the remote expert a supporting overview of the scene,
we mounted a second camera above the workspace. This camera
is also used to track a 2D position of the worker’s hand, head and
all objects. The HMD returns the head orientation with the built-in
compass, whereas the built-in camera streams a live video feed to
the remote expert.
Audio: Stereo Signals. The headset is used for speech, but also
to output audio cues in form of stereo signals. Depending on the
worker’s head orientation, the left or right audio channel has a sound
with a higher intensity. This means, if a highlighted object is left to
a worker’s view, the left audio channel is active, while the right one
is muted and vice-versa. The closer the worker’s view is towards the
target object, the more intense the audio signals get. If the worker
found the target object by directly looking at it, the signal changes
its frequency and both audio channels are active.
Visual: Head-Mounted Display. To augment annotations directly
within a worker’s view, we used the Meta 1 glasses. This HMD
device provides a transparent display and a camera integrated which
is used to stream a live video feed of the worker’s perspective to
the remote expert. The HMD is tracked by a top-mounted camera to
locate the worker’s position while the built-in compass returns the
precise head orientation.
However, the HMD has some technical limitations, since the
internal display does not provide a large field of view (FOV) covering
the whole FOV of the user.
Tactile: Glove. For tactile guidance, we mounted four small vibration motors onto a glove. An Arduino Nano was used to control
pulsing vibration patterns [22]. The position is then mapped to a
2D coordinate system based on the top-mounted camera resembling
a horizontal plane. Depending on the hand position and the target
object, the vibration actuators change their intensity that the closest
to the object vibrate, while others are disabled. Figure 2 shows the
glove prototype and the location of the vibration actuators.
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Figure 3: Remote expert application showing the overview perspective (left) and worker’s HMD perspective (right) while completing a task with augmented labels.

3.2

Operator Client

The remote expert works on a stationary desktop environment. The
operator application has two main views to work with: 1) the live
video feed of the worker’s HMD and 2) an overview video feed of
the remote workspace (see figure 3). The first-person video feed also
visualizes the same information the worker is able to see through
the HMD. The overview video shows the whole remote workspace
and is planned to be replaced by an auto-generated 3D image. Both
views can be used to select objects by clicking on them.
The current prototype uses previously scanned objects. Our tracking
software returns the relative position of them and the identifiers for
both, the overview and HMD video feed. If one or both views lost
track of an object, the system tries to interpolate the actual position
with the last known position.

4

USER STUDY

We conducted a qualitative study to compare the effectiveness and to
gain first insights of the supporting cues. We recruited eight participants randomly grouped into four teams (Workers: W1-W4; Experts:
E1-E4). Four of them were female and all were aged between 20 and
50. Each participant had none or minimal experience with HMDs
or AR. Three of them use remote-support a few times a year, while
the others are never used them or only a couple of times. However,
two-thirds provide help to other persons using traditional remote
assistance systems at least a few times per week.

4.1

Design and Task

We modified the available communication channels as the dependent
variable, resulting in a total of four conditions: 1) voice-communication
only, 2) audio signals, 3) augmented labels, and 4) tactile feedback.
We counterbalanced the conditions using a Balanced Latin Square
design and each participant had either the role of the remote expert
or the field worker. In addition, the remote expert always had a
live video feed showing the field worker’s ego perspective and a
top-down view.
We designed the task with simplicity in mind, together with low
learn effects after each trial. It should be easy to understand what
each side has to do, but in each trial, the participants should not be
able to use knowledge from a previous trial. Therefore, we decided
to design a sorting task of six similar looking boxes which had to be
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Figure 4: Setup of the study: a field worker wearing the HMD
and a Kinect for a top-down view (left), and the remote expert
using a workstation with the provided codebook (right).

placed in a correct order by the worker while the remote expert assists
the identification process (cf. Figure 5.1). To get the correct sorting
order, all boxes had to be compared by their weight (cf. Figure 5.2
and 5.3). Each had a different weight, starting at 100 grams and 200
grams heavier for each subsequent box. Informal pre-tests showed
that a difference of 200 grams was easily distinguishable for users.
In addition, the boxes had an abstract, not easily describable symbol
printed on them. This was intended to be hard to communicate by
voice only, but still possible to identify by the participants.
The task was to always compare three predefined pairs of boxes
and decide which box is heavier. To actively enforce both participants to communicate, the remote expert had no knowledge of the
actual weight of a box, while the worker never knew which boxes
to compare until communicated by the expert. Once the given pairs
were put into correct order by the field worker, they had to show the
results to the expert.
In a next step, the remote expert had to look a final sorting order
based on the previous results. The correct order had to be identified
in a simple codebook with the help of the symbols printed on the
boxes (cf. Figure 5.4). Once the final order based on the code was
identified, the expert had to tell the remote worker how to reorganize
the boxes in a last step (cf. Figure 5.5). If both sides agreed to have
successfully solved the task, the trial was completed.
Even though the task was abstract, it resembles the real world
communication in remote assistance scenarios, such as health emergencies. Before a medical expert (remote operator) is able to give
a diagnosis, contextual feedback of the paramedic (field worker) is
necessary (i.e., measure blood-pressure).

4.2

Setup

We located the expert in a room with a stationary desktop computer.
There was a headset prepared for the participant as well as the
codebook for finding the correct sorting order. At the beginning of
each trial, we handed a sheet with the target boxes to the remote
expert.
The remote worker was located in a second room. We connected
the HMD glasses and a stereo headset to a desktop PC running
our system. A second camera was mounted above the workplace
to record the whole scene. For the task, the six boxes with random
patterns and different weights are placed on the desk.
The remote expert and worker were spatially separated in different
rooms and only connected over a local network. Both sides could
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Figure 5: Sample procedure showing the responsibility of both,
the field worker and remote expert.

only communicate with the given channels depending on the current
condition. In each trial, we logged the time the participants needed
to solve the puzzle. For further evaluation, we also recorded the
overview screen of the operator application and saved all audio
communication. Figure 4 shows the setup of the worker and remote
expert workplaces.

4.3

Procedure

After welcoming the participants and explaining the system, we
introduced them to their respective roles. Before the first trial started,
participants filled a demographic questionnaire. The remote expert
had to wear the headset and sit down in front of the desk, while the
field worker also had to wear the HMD. If the trial was the tactile
condition, the remote worker also had to wear the vibration glove.
Once the participants were ready, each trial started by giving
the expert the current task which explained which boxes have to
be compared (cf. Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Then, the participants were
asked to work together over the available communication channels
depending on the current condition (voice-only, audio, visual, tactile).
After they identified the box pairs, the remote worker should tell
the expert the compared weights of the boxes (cf. Figure 5.3). Then,
the expert could get the final order of the boxes with the help of
the provided codebook (cf. Figure 5.4). Once the expert told the
worker that order, they had to tell that they completed the task and
we logged the Task Completion Time (TCT).
Both, the expert and worker, then had to fill out questionnaires
with regards to their role and the current task. In this intermediate
questionnaires, we used a Likert scale for the subjective ability to
solve the task, the communication simplicity, and the effectiveness
and distraction of the supporting cue. Moreover, we wanted to know
how each side rated their counterpart. This included the helpfulness of the other person, and how effective or disruptive they had
been. The participants could then take a short break and once they
were ready, the participants continued with the next condition. In
Figure 5, we show the whole procedure for a sample trial and the
responsibilities for each side.
After completing the task for all four conditions, the participants
filled out a final post-questionnaire where they had to rank each
condition by their perceived effectiveness, disturbance and their
overall rating. In total, the experiment took about 60 minutes per
session.
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4.4

Results

In the following, we present the results of our pilot study. Due to the
low number of participants, we did not consider tests for statistical
significance and focus on the qualitative feedback. Further, we report
the means and standard deviations.
All participants agreed that the supporting channels have potential
to enrich the communication and to assist them in remote collaborative tasks. Regarding their preferred communication channels, the
questionnaires showed visual as the most and audio signals as the
least preferred and effective way to communicate. However, with regards to the TCT, audio was the fastest (voice: M = 2:55 min, audio:
M = 2:29 min). Labels and tactile cues were contemporaneous equal
(visual: M = 3:13 min, tactile: M = 3:14 min).
The field workers answered that they could solve the task most
easily with labels (voice: M = 4.25, SD = 0.8; audio: M = 3.5, SD =
1.5; labels: M = 4.75, SD = 0.4; tactile: M = 4.25, SD = 0.8). Even
though visual labels were found most assisting, the distractiveness of
the provided communication channels were similar for each condition (audio: M = 3.75, SD = 0.8; visual: M = 3.25, SD = 0.8; tactile:
M = 3.75, SD = 0.8). Participants replied that visual labels tend to
disturb the workers more in completing the task if the remote expert
does not disable the overlay after objects are identified.
Both sides showed different feelings regarding their effectiveness
as a team. While the remote experts thought they have been an
effective team for every condition (voice: M = 4.75, SD = 0.4; audio:
M = 4.75, SD = 0.4; visual: M = 4.5, SD = 0.5; tactile: M = 4.0, SD
= 1.2), the workers were insecure for voice-only (voice: M = 3.75,
SD = 1.6; audio: M = 4, SD = 1.2; visual: M = 4.5, SD = 0.5; tactile:
M = 4.25, SD = 0.8). Overall, the participants felt the most effective
as a team while solving the task with augmented labels, whereas
audio was the least (voice: M = 3, SD = ; audio: M = 1.5, labels: M
= 3.5, tactile: M = 2.75).
The design aimed to be easy understandable and not possible
to solve with knowledge of earlier trials. Thus, learning effects
should have no impact. However, we observed that the TCT of a
trial was faster for subsequent trials in almost every case. Teams
subconsciously started to identify boxes by naming the abstract
symbols and rapidly had a common ground [5]. For example, one
symbol reminded the participants of a fish or dolphin, while other
symbols were described as a mouth or house.
4.4.1 Audio Cues. Audio cues were the least liked supporting
communication cue by the workers (worker: M = 2.5, experts: M =
4). However, the field workers appreciated the concept and told ”the
sound was interesting and somewhat intuitive“ (W1). We observed
that participants had problems to identify the correct object if they
are too close to others. Interestingly, W3 reported it ”helped me to
get to the right place more quickly than the verbal instructions“. The
remote experts, however, described audio cues as effective, e.g. E4
said ”audio seemed to help the worker a little bit more“.
4.4.2 Visual Cues. Visual cues in form of augmented labels were
the most liked channel (worker: M = 3.75, experts: M = 3.75). Both
sides had the impression to be more effective. W3 liked ”being able
to see the image needed to match without the urge to describe it“.
However, a big issue was that the HMD did not work well for
people with a debility of sight. W2 was ”not able to use the AR
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because my eyes don’t work“. Further, when overlaying the users’
field of view with too many information, they may have issues
focusing on the relevant. Hence, it is important to have a trade-off
between the real world scene and number of total augmentations. W3
suggested that ”a brief flash“ of a label could have been sufficient
enough rather than continuously highlighting it.
The remote experts thought similar as the field workers. E3 positively mentioned, that selecting ”multiple boxes helped“ for telling
the worker which boxes to compare. E1 told that selecting the target boxes helped to be more effective because ”it took less time to
describe which boxes to chose than talking“.
4.4.3 Tactile Cues. The tactile cues had a mixed reception (workers: M = 3, experts: M = 3.75). In general, the participants found the
concept interesting and highlighted its novelty. W3 appreciated ”the
concept in general [..] for guidance“. W2 explained that while the
vibration is useful, it should automatically suppress once the target
object was found because the expert sometimes forgot to turn it off.
However, W4 told that more time to learn the vibration patterns was
needed and the precision could be increased. Further, we observed
that all workers hovered over or touched a box and asked the expert
if they are correct.
The remote experts agreed that tactile accuracy for guiding the
hand of a worker is promising. However, E1 saw more potential with
regards to the accuracy (”The accuracy is not good, so I gave up
sending tactile feedback to a worker from the middle of this task“).
E4 also had the impression that signals ”seemed to be a little bit
delayed“. However, the actual delay was always below a second.
4.4.4 Verbal Communication. Comparing verbal communication,
we observed that augmented labels needed fewer words to describe
and identify tracked objects. The remote experts could highlight
objects faster without describing the worker explicitly what they
mean. Contrary, audio signals and tactile feedback did not show this
effect because the field workers often described the operator what
they are hearing (”i hear a sound on my left now“) or feeling (”it
is guiding me to this box, is this correct?“). Similar to Kraut et al.
[20], we observed that additional cues changed the participants’ used
dictionary. If no supporting cue was active, the participants had to
describe and acknowledge what they mean (e.g., E: ”use the box with
the weird fish symbol on it“, W: ”This one?“, E: ”No, the left.“, W:
”Okay, this!“, E: ”Correct.“). With visual indicators, experts often
only intervened if the worker reached for the wrong object.

5

LESSONS LEARNED AND DISCUSSION

Based on the results of our exploratory user study, we learned the
following lessons for designing a remote assistance system with
supporting cues.
Always provide voice communication as a base channel. Users
are very effective in finding a common ground (e.g., [5]). Even
though supporting cues can reduce the necessary amount of spoken
words, speech is still powerful and helps users to locate objects
precisely.
Provide visual cues to ease the communication. When augmenting visual labels and instructions directly in a worker’s field
of view, both sides can identify objects fast and may able to reduce
cognitive load by reducing the amount of verbal communication.
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However, visual cues should not overlay the content. Some workers
explained that visual cues can be disturbing if they do not disappear
after they identified a correct object. This was mostly the case when
the remote expert forgot to hide it.
Use tactile and audio cues as auxiliary cues. Both are suitable
to assist the communication and can especially be useful if visual
cues are not available due to environmental limitations. Further,
audio and tactile feedback share similar advantages and can support
situations where workers have to identify objects that are barely
visible or cannot be visually focused. Similar to visual cues, they
should suppress once a target is located. While both had benefits to
solve the tasks, they could get distracting for workers if the expert
forgot to disable them. As consequence, participants reported that it
probably would be less disturbing if the cues would automatically
suppress once a target was identified.

6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a prototypical remote assistance system
for field workers. We contributed three possible interaction concepts
for audio, visual, and tactile cues. In an exploratory user study, we
evaluated those cues and contribute our lessons learned. Our results show that participants appreciated the auxiliary communication
cues (audio, visual, and tactile) and their great potential for future
collaborative tools for remotely located workers.
While visual cues in form of augmented labels improved their
communication by identifying objects faster while reducing the
number of spoken words, participants thought that tactile and audio
cues are interesting concepts improving communication but need to
be more precise. Hence, we want to elaborate how isolated cues can
be further improved, especially in more realistic scenarios, such as a
car-repair with noisy environments. Therefore, we also want to find
out how other constraints affect the team work through additional
communication regulations and rules. Further, we want to explore
how combinations of multiple cues assist during collaborative tasks
and how a system can select cues depending on the context of a task.
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